  
LEBANON COMMUNITY SCHOOL CORPORATION POLICY DURING THUNDER AND LIGHTNING DISTURBANCES


Proactive Planning 
 
	1. Lebanon assigns staff/game managers/administrators to monitor local weather conditions 

   before and during events. 
2. Lebanon staff/game manager/ administrators have a full understanding of providing
	   directions for implementation of an evacuation plan, including identification of appropriate
	   nearby shelters. 
	3. Lebanon staff/game manager/ administrators follow the “Thirty-minute” NFHS rule for criteria 
	   for suspension and resumption of events. 

4. Lebanon staff/game manager/administrator will have access to monitor the weather/radar on site,  
   using some form of technology device. (mobile phone, computer, IPad, weather detector storm 
   device) They will also be alerted by a horn from the Thor Lightning Detector System indicating the 
   areas must be evacuated immediately. 


Implementation Process
PRACTICE POLICY:  During a practice the first sign to evacuate will come from the horn of the Thor lightning detector system.  When the horn sounds all programs must evacuate immediately and move inside a building to a designated safe area. They will not be allowed to return outside until the horn gives three short blast which indicates the all clear signal. Coaches should also always use   the “see it/hear it” rule but never ignore the horn even if lightning or thunder is not seen or heard.   If no horn is sounded and lightning is seen or thunder is heard, then all activities must be suspended.  All persons need to be moved to a safe shelter until the severe weather has passed. 
	The official of an event and Lebanon staff/game manager/administrator, at any time, has the authority to suspend an event. The ultimate responsibility of when a game should be suspended falls back on the Lebanon staff/game manager/administrator in charge. These individuals will be monitoring radar through mobile devices which will provide BAM weather service information.  They will also be using the Thor Lightning Detector System. The Thor Lightning System will indicate when evacuation is necessary by the sounding of a horn.  When the horn sounds evacuation must take place immediately. No one can ignore the horn however, the Lebanon Administrators in charge do have the right to call for an evacuation without hearing the horn sound.. They also have the authority to overrule a game official. 
	A game official has the authority to suspend a game according to the NFHS rules and guidelines of that sport. They do not need to wait for a school administrator for approval. However, they cannot over rule a school administrator decision. 
	Lebanon staff/game manager/administrator will have access to monitor the weather/radar on site, using BAM weather service information, the Thor Lightning Detector system with some form of technology device. (mobile phone, computer, IPad, weather detector storm device)    
	A game will be suspended when the following occurs:
When the horn of the Thor Lightning Detector System sounds.
When no horn is sounded but a Lebanon Administrator or a Game Official determines immediate evacuation is necessary.  





A game can resume play when the following occurs:
Only when the Thor Lightning Weather Detector System gives three short sound blast signaling all is clear. 
The Thor System does follow the NFHS guidelines and will not give the all clear signal until 30 minutes has passed from the last sign of lightning and/or thunder within 10 miles of the event.     

Thirty-minute Rule

	Thirty-minute rule. Once the event has been suspended, participants and spectators wait at least 30 minutes after the last thunder is heard or flash of lightning is witnessed prior to resuming the event. The Thor Lightning Detector system will sound three short blast indicating the all clear sign.

c.   Any subsequent thunder or lightning after the beginning of the 30 minutes  
     	     counts, reset the clock associated with the Thor lightning detector system and another 30 minute 
	     count should begin.    
  
Coaches, Adult Supervisors, & Administrators that are in charge but do not follow the policy and procedures will be subject to an investigation which may lead to possible disciplinary action that could include dismissal from the LCSC.


Evacuation Plan/Announcements

GENERAL NOTICE OF EVACUATION PLAN  
Ladies and Gentleman, for the safety of all in attendance, should we need to evacuate the facility and grounds, we ask that all player’s officials and coaches head to their (Safe Shelter see below) In the event of an evacuation, spectators and fans are asked to exit the facility in an orderly fashion and go inside your cars or you may enter the (Safe Shelter see below) which is located across from the facility.  Nobody should remain in the facility area or on the grounds; hang out by the gate or outside the school.  You will hear a long horn blast from our Thor Lightning weather detector system and as a result we will make an announcement to implement our emergency action plan. We will also inform everybody about if and when we can resume the game.  Please keep in mind the National Federation for High School Sports Storm policy requires us to at least wait 30 minutes before resuming play after the last sound of thunder is heard or lightning is seen.  We thank you for your cooperation.         
READ IF WE NEED TO EVACUATE
Due to the weather, and for the safety of all in attendance, the horn you hear indicates it is time we ask that all spectators, fans, player’s officials and coaches please evacuate the facility and grounds.  Players, coaches and officials head to their (Safe Shelter see below).  Spectators and fans exit the stands in an orderly fashion and go inside your cars or you may enter the (Safe Shelter see below) which is located across from the facility.  Nobody should remain in the facility area or on the grounds; hang out by the gate or outside the school.   We will make announcement; you can listen to the Radio Mom, or check twitter @lebanontigers to inform everybody about if and when we can resume the game.  Please keep in mind the National Federation for High School Sports Storm policy requires us to at least wait 30 minutes before resuming play after the last sound of thunder is heard or lightning is seen.  We thank you for your cooperation.         





SAFE SHELTERS:

Baseball:  At the Park Field:  Visiting Team goes directly to the bus, Spectators to vehicles, home team if time, back to LHS locker rooms.  If time does not permit, home team in to concession stand/press box.   At LMS: Visiting team and home team in to LMS Gym, spectators to cars or in to LMS gym.

Football:  Visiting and home team to locker rooms, spectators to vehicles or to LHS Main Gym. 

Track & Field: Visiting and home team to LHS Gym, spectators to vehicles or to LHS Main Gym.

Soccer: Visiting and home team to LMS gym, spectators to vehicles or to LMS Main Gym. 

Softball: Visiting and home team to LMS gym, spectators to vehicles or to LMS Main Gym. 

Tennis: Visiting and home team to LHS Gym, spectators to vehicles or to LHS Main Gym. 

Additional Contact Resources

National Weather Service: 317-856-0368
Meteorologist WTHR 13TV: 317-636-1313
Meteorologist Fox WXIN 59TV: 317-632-5900
Meteorologist WISH 8TV: 317-923-8888
Meteorologist WRTV 6TV: 317-635-9788


